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Abstract
A previous write-up in this series sketched a roadmap for a new back-
end for the Scala compiler to generate Java source in addition to bytecode.
Three write-ups later, work-in-progress around one of the subproblems
(pattern matching without jumps) is reported in these notes.
1 Translating pattern matching in a Java-friendly
way
The background for this report are the write-ups Another backend for the Scala
compiler1 and From Scala to Scala-- 2.
From the alternatives discused there, the solution followed here consists in
re-casting Match nodes (before explicitouter) into constructs amenable for the
Java translation. We aim for the \Java trees" to abide by the \switch required"
and \is exhaustive" checks, just as they are honored by the implementation in
ExplicitOuterTransformer when generating bytecode.
In our start situation, ExplicitOuterTransformer.matchTranslation() gener-
ates forward jumps wich avoid redundant checks at runtime when determining
the case clause to activate (these optimizations [1] do not aim to detect dupli-
cate code in the bodies (after the =>) of case clauses). In the target situation, we
plan to generate a cascade of Java ifs (in general), or a switch (in particular).
1http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/people/mi.garcia/ScalaCompilerCorner/
ScalaToJava.pdf
2http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/people/mi.garcia/ScalaCompilerCorner/
ScalaMinusMinus.pdf
1Therefore, the generated Java code may well incur overheads (duplicate checks)
when nding out the case clause to activate, a trade-o.
Some AST nodes of interest for pattern matching are shown in Listing 1.
Listing 1: AST nodes of interest for pattern matching
/** before TransMatch: Pattern matching expression
* after TransMatch : Switch statements
*
* After TransMatch, cases will satisfy the following constraints:
* - all guards are EmptyTree,
* - all patterns will be either Literal(Constant(x:Int)) or Alternative(lit|...|lit)
* except for an "otherwise" branch, which has pattern Ident(nme.WILDCARD)
*/
case class Match(selector: Tree, cases: List[CaseDef])
extends TermTree
/** Case clause in a pattern match, eliminated by TransMatch
* (except for occurences in switch statements)
*/
case class CaseDef(pat: Tree, guard: Tree, body: Tree)
extends Tree
2 Where pattern matching ts in the ExplicitOuter
order
The entry point to the code that rewrites ASTs looks as follows:
case mch: Match => matchTranslation(mch)
That code gets to run once a number of initializations have taken place. Con-
sider this: the code above appears in an override def transform(tree: Tree):
Tree of ExplicitOuterTransformer. That sounds familiar, the dierence be-
ing that the class of said transformer extends OuterPathTransformer which in
turn extends TypingTransformer, the last of which provides the var localTyper:
analyzer.Typer that will later be needed when executing ExplicitOuterTransformer.matchTranslation()
(or rather, our own rewriting).
There's also the following context to the matchTranslation code:
abstract class ExplicitOuter extends InfoTransform
with TransMatcher
with Patterns
with ParallelMatching
with TypingTransformers
with ast.TreeDSL
In order to get sooner to a working prototype, the Java generator (in package
pm4java) follows the same code organization. The parallels are: ComponentOne
plays the role of ExplicitOuter, and Pm4JavaTransformer that of ExplicitOuterTransformer.
The method body of Pm4JavaTransformer.matchTranslation4Java() is mostly a
cut&paste of its mentor ExplicitOuterTransformer.matchTranslation(). You
2might be surprised to know that I didn't cut&paste any of the code in le
Patterns.scala, although:
trait Patterns extends ast.TreeDSL {
self: transform.ExplicitOuter =>
To appease that trait, you'll nd in le ExplicitOuter4Java.scala the fol-
lowing:
abstract class ExplicitOuter4Java extends ExplicitOuter /*with TransMatcher4Java*/ { }
and in Matcher4JavaPlugin.scala the following:
object eo4j extends {
val global : ComponentOne.this.global.type = ComponentOne.this.global
val runsAfter = List[String]("tailcalls") // dummy
val runsRightAfter = None // dummy
} with ExplicitOuter4Java
That way, the functionality provided by trait Patterns can be used, as in
the expample \eo4j.Pattern(p).deepBoundVariables"
A word of caution: the Java generator has not yet reached the point where
it can be tested for real. The above descriptions may contain code that later
will be discarded in favor of a better solution (you can be pretty sure). But for
experimentation the guidelines above should be enough :-)
3 What \pattern matching for Java" will look
like
Again, a warning about the current status. I'm not yet generating any Java
trees, but as the description below will show, (apparently) all of the infrastruc-
ture is in place. Ideas are welcome!
The current compiler plugin implementation ts in just two les, available
for download3. If you hear the words \compiler plugin" for the rst time don't
despair! The IntelliJ debug conguration is shown in Figure 1 ;-) Eclipse in-
structions at this link4.
3.1 Things in common with matchTranslation(), Part A
All but the last part of matchTranslation4Java() is a copycat of matchTranslation(),
as shown in Listing 2. The main action takes place to initialize ncases (\new
cases" to me), and as a side-eect so-called \semantic patterns" are tracked in a
Map[Tree, Pattern] (that cache is populated by the invocations eo4j.Pattern(p)).
What's a \semantic pattern"? There's the syntactic form of patterns (e.g.,
a constructor being syntactically indistinguishable from an extractor). For Java
generation, we need to know the meaning of each pattern, as captured \semantic
pattern".
The Pattern object in Patterns.scala smartly disambiguates syntax for us:
3http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/people/mi.garcia/ScalaCompilerCorner/code/
pm4java.zip
4http://comments.gmane.org/gmane.comp.lang.scala.tools/2113
3Figure 1: Debug cong for the compiler plugin
def apply(tree: Tree): Pattern = {
if (cache contains tree) return cache(tree)
val p = tree match {
case x: Bind => apply(unbind(tree)) withBoundTree x
case EmptyTree => WildcardPattern()
case Ident(nme.WILDCARD) => WildcardPattern()
case x @ Alternative(ps) => AlternativePattern(x)
case x: Apply => ApplyPattern(x)
case x: Typed => TypedPattern(x)
case x: Literal => LiteralPattern(x)
case x: UnApply => UnapplyPattern(x)
case x: Ident => if (isVarPattern(x)) VariablePattern(x) else SimpleIdPattern(x)
case x: ArrayValue => if (isRightIgnoring(x)) SequenceStarPattern(x) else SequenceNoStarPattern(x)
case x: Select => StableIdPattern(x)
case x: Star => StarPattern(x)
case x: This => ThisPattern(x) // XXX ?
case _ => abortUnknownTree(tree)
}
cache(tree) = p
In the code above, not all expressions on the RHSs are constructors, some
(e.g., ApplyPattern(x)) call a function that performs further analysis to disam-
biguate the pattern. We get back instances of the classes shown in Figure 2.
3.2 Things in common, Part B
What comes next in matchTranslation() (and also in matchTranslation4Java())
is the determination of the checkExhaustive and requireSwitch ags. The de-
fault being exhaustiveness and no switchness.
def isUncheckedAnnotation(tpe: Type) = tpe hasAnnotation UncheckedClass
def isSwitchAnnotation(tpe: Type) = tpe hasAnnotation SwitchClass
val (checkExhaustive, requireSwitch) = nselector match {
case Typed(nselector1, tpt) =>
val unchecked = isUncheckedAnnotation(tpt.tpe)
if (unchecked) nselector = nselector1
(!unchecked, isSwitchAnnotation(tpt.tpe))
case _ => (true, false)
}
4Figure 2: PatternBindingLogic example
5Listing 2: matchTranslation4Java(), rst part
def matchTranslation4Java(tree : Match) : Tree = {
val Match(selector, cases) = tree
var nselector = transform(selector)
def makeGuardDef(vs: List[Symbol], guard: Tree) = {
val gdname = newName(guard.pos, "gd")
val method = currentOwner.newMethod(tree.pos, gdname) setFlag SYNTHETIC
val fmls = vs map (_.tpe)
val tpe = new MethodType(method newSyntheticValueParams fmls, BooleanClass.tpe)
method setInfo tpe
localTyper typed (DEF(method) === {
new ChangeOwnerTraverser(currentOwner, method) traverse guard
new TreeSymSubstituter(vs, method.paramss.head) traverse guard
guard
})
}
val nguard = new ListBuffer[Tree]
val ncases =
for (CaseDef(p, guard, b) <- cases) yield {
val gdcall =
if (guard == EmptyTree) EmptyTree
else {
val vs = eo4j.Pattern(p).deepBoundVariables
val guardDef = makeGuardDef(vs, guard)
nguard += transform(guardDef) // building up list of guards
localTyper typed (Ident(guardDef.symbol) APPLY (vs map Ident))
}
(CASE(transform(p)) IF gdcall) ==> transform(b)
}
3.3 What's new
Yes, what's new? At this point, I only know that matchTranslation4Java()
should close with the following lines:
def cascadingIfs() : Tree = {
// TODO
tree
}
val t = atPos(tree.pos) {
// val context = MatrixContext(transform, localTyper, currentOwner, tree.tpe)
// val t_untyped = handlePattern(nselector, ncases, checkExhaustive, context)
val t_untyped = cascadingIfs()
/* if @switch annotation is present, verify the resulting tree is a Match */
if (requireSwitch) t_untyped match {
case Block(_, Match(_, _)) => // ok
case _ =>
unit.error(tree.pos, "could not emit switch for @switch annotated match")
}
localTyper.typed(t_untyped, tree.tpe /*used to be context.matchResultType*/)
6}
if (nguard.isEmpty) t
else Block(nguard.toList, t) setType t.tpe
which (again) is a copycat save for the invocation to the local method cascadingIfs()
(to be done) and the commented out code. Only that is missing. But there are
code snippets all over scala.tools.nsc that can guide the construction of the
(Block, I guess?) that will contain the cascading ifs.
You may either stay tuned or do some detective work to come up with
innovative solutions. It's not only about generating Java! There are other
interesting ideas for which the infrastructure above might be of help:
1. Mirco Dotta. Static Analysis for Expressive Pattern Matching.
http://scalapatterns.googlecode.com/svn/matcheck/trunk/paper.
pdf
2. avoiding redundant checks in the (to be generated) cascading ifs, adapting
the techniques in [1]
3. Generating C# as discussed in Sec. 3.2.3 of Another backend for the Scala
compiler5
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